AssetTracking
Real-Time Locating System improves your bottom line and enhances patient care.
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Key Benefits
R
 educe search time and allow
caregivers to spend more time
with patients
R
 apid response to clinical
equipment needs

R
 educe unnecessary equipment
purchases and rentals by enabling
inventory procurement balancing
E
 nhance support service and
increase staff productivity
A
 utomatic alert triggers for par
level and soiled collection activites
Results
 Decrease equipment loss
 Reduce waste
B
 etter manage maintenance and
recalls
 Improve operational efficiency

TeleTracking Technologies, Inc. is the world leader in automated hospital operations management.

Equipment Challenges Are a
Relic of the Past
With AssetTracking, staff can locate
equipment using a hospital computer
— anywhere in your facility, in realtime. Instantly find the closest available
equipment and eliminate the frustration
of dozens of phone calls and room searches.
Both map and list views make is easy
for users to search by equipment or by
specific item.
A set of standard reports allows you to view
detailed information about equipment
history and usage, visualize asset state
changes, and incorporate hospital business
rules, proactive alerts and notifications to
maximize resources across your enterprise.
Access location details on preventative
maintenance and cleaning, tag battery
management, tamper events, asset and
inventory lists, when assets are added, locate
available tags that have been detached from
their assets, and determine locations of tag
collection and replenishment.

How AssetTracking Works
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Tags attached to mobile
equipment

Beacons pinpoint
locations

Collectors transmit tag
locations to server

Staff quickly locates
equipment on map
or report
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